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It is with great excitement that we invite and welcome you to our first production sale. In 1937, my grandfather, Emmett Clifford, bought his first Hereford. My father, Ernest Clifford, removed the horns in 1963 and began breeding only polled Herefords. Through the years we have focused on producing sound, easy doing cattle that calve easy, milk well and grow on the pastures of our northern Kentucky hills.

We have made many friends over the years and are pleased to welcome Robert and Carol Botkin, Bobby Wells, The Doug Underwood Family and Kyle Bush of K3 Cattle to join us in presenting a first-class group of young cows, bulls and heifers for your selection.

If you have any questions or if we can assist you in any way, please do not hesitate to contact us. We welcome you and thank you for attending the first Clifford Farms and Guests Polled Hereford Sale.

Ben Clifford and Family
**Lot 1 — CHF Ekton 4302 01E**

**Ball 1**

CHF EKTON 4302 01E


TH 22R 165 LAMBEAU 17Y (SOD, HYF, IEF)

BOYD BEEF 17Y 4302 ET (SOD, HYF, IEF)

P43517853

MSU APOLLONIA 37X ET (SOD, HYF, IEF)

BOYD MASTERPIECE 0220 {SOD}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

CHF SUNRISE LASS 27U SSF P606 MS VICTOR 784

CHF VICTRA 34E

CE -2.0; BW 3.6; WW 52; YW 87; DMI 0.1; SC 0.7; SCF 16.6; MM 24; M&G 50; MCE 0.2; MCW 72; UDDR 1.30; TEAT 1.40; CW 59; FAT 0.025; REA 0.26; MARB 0.18; BMIS 25; BII$ 21; CHBS 27

- This rascal is the heaviest bull in the offering. He is out of a Boyd Masterpiece 0220 first calf heifer and what a job she did. His grandam, Lass 27U, is 11 years old and is still one of the most productive cows on the farm. This bull has all the right pieces.
- Selling ¾ interest and full possession.

**Lot 2 — CHF Everest 3001 27E**

**Ball 2**

CHF EVEREST 3001 27E

P43877222 — Calved: March 8, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 27E

AH JDH CRACKER JACK 26U ET (SOD, HYF, IEF)

BOYD LEGACY 3001 {SOD, HYF, IEF}

P43367131

MSU APOLLONIA 37X ET (SOD, HYF, IEF)

BOYD SONS 1322 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 (SOD, HYF, IEF)

SSF PG68 MS VICTOR 803 {SOD, HYF, IEF}

P43946357

THM VICTRA DOM 152 5043

PGF MISS LINDSEY 579 K16

PGF MISS NIKI 410C

CE 4.7; BW 2.0; WW 48; YW 74; DMI -0.3; SC 0.6; SCF 15.2; MM 25; M&G 48; MCE 4.7; MCW 75; UDDR 1.30; TEAT 1.40; CW 62; FAT 0.015; REA 0.28; MARB 0.10; BMIS 24; BII$ 20; CHBS 30

- Another deep sided, thick muscled Legacy son that has the herd bull look. His dam is a heavy milking, Mead bred female that never disappoints.
Lot 3 — CHF Emmett 3001 18E

CHF EMMETT 3001 18E

AH JDH CRACKER JACK 26U ET (DLE,HVF,IEF)
BOYD LEGACY 3001 (DLE,HVF,IEF)
P43367131
CHF REVOLUTION 11Z
P43340665
CHF SUNRISE LASS T21 25X

CE 8.4; BW 1.3; WW 53; YW 81; DMI 0.0; SC 0.8; SCF 16.7; MM 25; M&G 52; MCE 7.8; MCW 84; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.40; CW 69; FAT 0.045; REA 0.39;
MAR B 0.13; BMIS $26; BII $22; CHB $30

• Another powerful Legacy son out of a super Revolution female. This bull has been a standout since birth. Should be another bull to use on heifers.
• Dam sells as Lot 16.

Lot 4 — CHF Evan 3001 23E

CHF EVAN 3001 23E

AH JDH CRACKER JACK 26U ET (DLE,HVF,IEF)
BOYD LEGACY 3001 (DLE,HVF,IEF)
P43367131
CHF WORLDWIDE LASS 32Z
P43345730
CHF SUNRISE LASS 27U

CE 6.9; BW 1.2; WW 44; YW 67; DMI -0.3; SC 0.6; SCF 15.6; MM 25; M&G 47; MCE 4.4; MCW 59; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.50; CW 51; FAT 0.015; REA 0.22;
MAR B 0.10; BMIS $23; BII $20; CHB $26

• One of the most stylish bulls in the offering. This bull should be a no brainer for using on heifers. Should sire a super set of replacement females.
• Dam sells as Lot 26.
Lot 5 — CHF Count Ernest C05 07E

CHF COUNT ERNEST C05 07E
P43858809 — Calved: Jan. 15, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 07E
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET [SOD] [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 [SOD] [CHB]
NJW P606 72N DAYDREAM 73S [DLF, HYF, IEF] THIM DURANGO 4037 [DLF, HYF, IEF] SKY 11R GLAMOUR GIRL 301T
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
CHF BELLE X99 128 P43305234 CHF SUNRISE LASS 30U
SKY 4037 SWEET CHILLI 301W [DLF, HYF, IEF] THM DURANGO 4037 [SOD] [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] CS BOOMER 29F [SOD] [DLF, HYF, IEF] THM 7085 VICTRA 9036 [DLF, HYF, IEF] THM TAYLOR MADE 0838

CE -2.5; BW 2.5; WW 52; YW 85; DMI 0.1; SC 0.9; SCF 21.1; MM 29; M &G 55; MCE 1.9; MWC 108; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 66; FAT -0.005; REA 0.52; M&R 0.15; BMI $31; BII $26; CHB $30

• One of the first chances to buy a Count On Me son. We are really impressed with the way he turned out. He has one of the higher yearling weight EPDs. He is out of one of the best cow families on the farm.
• Descurred.
• Dam sells as Lot 22.

Lot 6 — CHF Master 53D

CHF MASTER 53D
P43746694 — Calved: Sept. 3, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 53D
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 [SOD] [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 [SOD] [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] HWH MISS HUDSON 63X 88
BOYD MASTERPIECE 0220 [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] HVH MISS HUDSON 83K 8M
P43145081 SSF P606 MS VICTOR 803 [DLF, HYF, IEF] PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [SOD] [DLF, HYF, IEF] MPH LADY COON EYES C330
GLENVIEW 4037 QUEEN Z22 P43290838 GLENVIEW 0838 QUEEN ET S49
THM DURANGO 4037 [SOD] [CHB] [DLF, HYF, IEF] THM 7085 VICTRA 9036 [DLF, HYF, IEF] THM TAYLOR MADE 0838
MOHICAN VICKIE 264M

CE -6.7; BW 4.3; WW 54; YW 88; DMI 0.1; SC 0.6; SCF 21.7; MM 22; M &G 49; MCE -3.4; MWC 78; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 62; FAT 0.005; REA 0.32; M&R 0.04; BMI $30; BII $25; CHB $27

• This big, rugged rascal is the only Masterpiece son to sell. He is a thick, sound footed bull that should add pounds to his calves. This Masterpiece x Durango cross should make heavy milking replacement females.
• Descurred.
Lot 7 — CHF Emily 4302 22E

**Cow 7**

**CHF EMILY 4302 22E**


- TH 22R 165 LAMBEAU 17T (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- MSU APOLLONIA 37X ET (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- REMITALL ONLINE 122L (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
- MSU APOLLONIA 10M (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- TH 48U 719T SHEYENNE 3X (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- CHF CHEYANNE 07C

P43602170 — Calved: March 13, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 31E

- TH 122 71R VICTOR 71T (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
- TH 235 103R DUCHESS 49U (SOD)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
- KCP BENNETT REVOLUTION X68
- CHF SUNRISE VICKY 262D 423

- **Cow 7**

CE 4.5; BW 1.9; WW 58; YW 93; DMI 0.2; SC 0.6; SCF 15.2; MM 22; M&G 45; MCE 6.5; MCW 86; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.30; CW 55; FAT 0.005; REA 0.23; MARB 0.06; BMI$ 23; BII$ 19; CHB$ 27

- **Lot 7 — CHF Emily 4302 22E**

- **Lot 7**

- **Lot 8 — CHF Eula Has Legs 3001 31E**

- **Cow 8**

**CHF EULA HAS LEGS 3001 31E**

P43845010 — Calved: March 13, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 31E

- AH JDH CRACKER JACK 28U ET (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- NJW 1Y WRANGLER 850 (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- CRR DOZ VIOLET 349 (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- REMITALL ONLINE 122L (SOD)(CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
- MSU APOLLONIA 10M (DLF,HYF,IEF)
- DRF JWR PRINCE VICTOR 71I (SOD)(DLF,HYF,IEF)
- HRP THM VICTOR 109W 9329 (SOD)
- RHF 964 VICTRA 4057
- PW LEVI’S MS DEE 995 589

CE 7.9; BW 0.5; WW 46; YW 71; DMI -0.2; SC 0.6; SCF 15.2; MM 22; M&G 45; MCE 6.5; MCW 86; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.30; CW 55; FAT 0.005; REA 0.23; MARB 0.06; BMI$ 23; BII$ 19; CHB$ 27

- **Lot 8 — CHF Eula Has Legs 3001 31E**

- **Lot 8**

• This girl needs to be wearing the leather. She is big middled and stout, just like her 71I dam we purchased in the JWR dispersal. This lady has been a guest favorite several times over the year. She should be easy to find sale day.
Cow 9  
**CHF MASTER VICKIE 63D**  
P43746703 — Calved: Sept. 28, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 63D  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 (999) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
KCF BENNETT 3006 M326 (999) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
KWY MISS HUNSON 63X BM  
PW VICTOR BOOMER P406 (889) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
MPH LADY COON EYES C330  
THM VICTOR DOM 6047 ET  
BOTKINS VICTORIA 6047 1002  
P43225103  
CE -7.8; BW 4.4; WW 52; DM 0.2; SC 8.0; SCF 21.0; MM 24; M&G 50; MCE -6.2; MCW 71; UDDER 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 66; FAT 0.015; REA 0.42; MARB 0.12; BMIS 30; BII$ 25; CHB$ 29  
- Charlie Boyd leased Boyd Masterpiece 0220 to us for two breeding seasons and boy, were we glad he did. His daughters turn into terrific females. This dark red female should be no exception. She is out of a female we bought from our good friends at Botkin Polled Herefords and she never misses.  

Cow 10  
**CHF MASTER LASS 61D**  
P43746698 — Calved: Sept. 24, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 61D  
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 (999) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
KCF BENNETT 3006 M326 (999) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
KWY MISS HUNSON 63X BM  
PW VICTOR BOOMER P406 (889) (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
MPH LADY COON EYES C330  
THM SLEEP EASY 3060 (CHB) (DLF, HYF, HIF)  
PGF MISS TERRI 664 L18  
PWF VICTORY LANE P415 (415, 415)  
TNJ NICKETT 9104 M726  
CE -5.4; BW 4.1; WW 52; DM 0.2; SC 0.9; SCF 20.2; MM 24; M&G 50; MCE -1.3; MCW 75; UDDER 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 66; FAT 0.005; REA 0.28; MARB 0.15; BMIS 29; BII$ 24; CHB$ 29  
- Another dark red, coon-eyed Masterpiece heifer that is bred to be a cow. Her grandam, 235 from NS was a whale of a cow here on the farm.  
- AI serviced Nov. 19, 2017, to MW THM Exceed Z426, then pasture exposed Jan. 23 to March 20, 2018, to HH Hoptown 6913 ET.
NJW 98S Durango 44U — Sire of Lots 11A and 12

**CHF MISS MASTER 41C**
P43640643 — Calved: Sept. 1, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 41C

- Sire: NJW 98S Durango 44U
- Dam: CHF MISS MASTER 41C
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CC: 9
  - $CS: -6
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

**Lot 11A:** Bull calf, tattoo 18F, calved Jan. 17, 2018, by NJW 98S Durango 44U.

**Lot 12A:** Bull calf, tattoo 18F, calved Jan 17, 2018, by NJW 98S Durango 44U.

**Cow 11**

**CHF MISS MASTER 41C**
P43640643 — Calved: Sept. 1, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 41C

- Sire: NJW 98S Durango 44U
- Dam: CHF MISS MASTER 41C
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CC: 9
  - $CS: -6
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

**Lot 11A:** Bull calf, tattoo 18F, calved Jan. 17, 2018, by NJW 98S Durango 44U.

**Lot 12A:** Bull calf, tattoo 18F, calved Jan 17, 2018, by NJW 98S Durango 44U.

- **CE:** -9.3; **BW:** 4.9; **WW:** 44; **YW:** 75; **DMI:** -0.2; **SC:** 0.6; **SCF:** 20.4; **MM:** 22; **M&G:** 44; **MCE:** -5.9; **MCW:** 67; **UDDR:** 1.20; **TEAT:** 1.20; **CW:** 57; **FAT:** 0.005; **REA:** 0.31; **MARB:** 0.10; **BMI$$:** 29; **BII$$:** 24; **CHB$$:** 27

- **This is a beautifully uddered first calf heifer. She has done everything right so far. Her dam, Lass 27U, is one of the most productive on the farm. A sure bet cow prospect here.**

- **Sells open**

**Cow 12**

**CHF DOLLY 44U 04D**
P43655912 — Calved: Jan. 3, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 04D

- Sire: THM DURANGO 4037
- Dam: CHF DOLLY 44U 04D
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CS: 9
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

- **CE:** 5.4; **BW:** 1.6; **WW:** 49; **YM:** 78; **DMI:** -0.1; **SC:** 0.6; **SCF:** 16.3; **MM:** 30; **M&G:** 55; **MCE:** 0.7; **MCW:** 90; **UDDR:** 1.20; **TEAT:** 1.10; **CW:** 59; **FAT:** -0.005; **REA:** 0.29; **MARB:** 0.08; **BMI$$:** 27; **BII$$:** 22; **CHB$$:** 28

- **This dark red Durango 44U heifer should be good. Durango daughters make fantastic cows that last.**

- **Pasture exposed May 13 to Aug. 21, 2017, to Boyd Beef 17Y 4302 ET.**

**Cow 13**

**CHF DARLENE X69 14D**

- Sire: THM DURANGO 4037
- Dam: CHF DARLENE X69 14D
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CS: 9
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

- **CE:** -0.1; **BW:** 2.4; **WW:** 44; **YM:** 70; **DMI:** -0.1; **SC:** 0.7; **SCF:** 22.0; **MM:** 25; **M&G:** 47; **MCE:** 3.0; **MCW:** 92; **UDDR:** 1.20; **TEAT:** 1.20; **CW:** 64; **FAT:** 0.005; **REA:** 0.50; **MARB:** 0.18; **BMI$$:** 32; **BII$$:** 26; **CHB$$:** 27

- **One of the only chances to buy a daughter of our About Time son, 56X. His daughters are doing really well for us.**

- **Sells open.**

- **Selling two full sisters.**

**Lot 13A:** Heifer calf, tattoo 47F, calved March 4, 2018, by Boyd Beef 17Y 4302 ET.

**Cow 14**

**CHF DEBRA 56X 26D**
P43666520 — Calved: March 3, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 26D

- Sire: CHF SUNRISE TIME 64X
- Dam: CHF DEBRA 56X 26D
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CS: 9
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

- **CE:** 1.3; **BW:** 2.0; **WW:** 42; **YM:** 67; **DMI:** -0.3; **SC:** 0.4; **SCF:** 18.9; **MM:** 20; **M&G:** 41; **MCE:** 0.7; **MCW:** 90; **UDDR:** 1.20; **TEAT:** 1.10; **CW:** 54; **FAT:** -0.005; **REA:** 0.29; **MARB:** 0.08; **BMI$$:** 27; **BII$$:** 22; **CHB$$:** 27

- **This is a very powerful young lady. Still due to calve, her dam is one of the best.**

- **Sells open.**

- **Lot 14A:** Bull calf, tattoo 49F, calved March 6, 2018, by Boyd Beef 17Y 4302 ET.

**Cow 15**

**CHF DAPHANIE 058 38D**
P43745714 — Calved: March 24, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 38D

- Sire: ANHINDA VIC 584 X16
- Dam: CHF DAPHANIE 058 38D
- EBV:
  - $M: 80
  - $W: 47
  - $CS: 9
  - $UDD: -3
  - $MT: 1
  - $BF: 0
  - $EB: 8

- **CE:** 1.7; **BW:** 3.0; **WW:** 47; **YM:** 74; **DMI:** -0.1; **SC:** 0.7; **SCF:** 11.9; **MM:** 19; **M&G:** 42; **MCE:** -1.8; **MCW:** 73; **UDDR:** 1.00; **TEAT:** 1.00; **CW:** 46; **FAT:** -0.005; **REA:** 0.19; **MARB:** 0.07; **BMI$$:** 19; **BII$$:** 16; **CHB$$:** 23

- **A little different pedigree here for us but one we are confident will last.**

- **Dam sells as Lot 26 and sibling as Lot 4 by Boyd Legacy 3001.**

- **Pasture exposed May 13 to Aug. 21, 2017, to Boyd Beef 17Y 4302 ET.**
Lot 16 — CHF Revolution 11Z

Lot 17 — CHF Legs 242 04A

Lot 16 — CHF Revolution 11Z


FELTONS LEGEND 242 [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

FELTONS DOMINO 774 [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

P42593689

FELTONS G15

MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

REMILLON ONLINE 122 [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

HH MISS ADV 786G 1ET

WOLF CLASSIC IMPACT W014 T21

DR WORLD CLASS 517 1OH [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

WOLFS IMPACT 884 014

P43176788

CHF SUNRISE LASS T21 25X

CHF SUNRISE VICKI 805 38N

CHF SUNRISE LASS T21 67X

CHF SUNRISE VICKIE 06H

Lot 17 — CHF Legs 242 04A

P43360367 — Calved: Jan. 15, 2013 — Tattoo: BE 04A

FELTONS LEGEND 242 [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

FELTONS DOMINO 774 [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

WOLF CLASSIC IMPACT W014 T21

CHF SUNRISE FARLEY 414

DR WORLD CLASS 517 1OH [G15] [DLF/HYF/IEF]

WOLFS IMPACT 884 014

CHF MISS BLR RENED 40C

CE 4.5; BW 2.3; WW 52; YW 82; DMI 0.1; SC 0.9; SCF 20.7; MM 24; M&G 50; MCE 5.4; MCA 88; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 67; FAT 0.035; REA 0.48; MARB 0.15; BMI$ 30; BII$ 25; CHB$ 30

• Dam of Lot 3. This one is hard to part with. A daughter of Revolution 4R. She has been a favorite by many. Check out her beautiful udder. Always raises one of the heaviest calves each year. This gal is one that should be flushed!
• Sells open

Lot 17 — CHF Legs 242 04A

CE 6.8; BW 0.6; WW 40; YW 63; DMI 0.0; SC 0.8; SCF 17.4; MM 20; M&G 40; MCE -0.8; MCA 55; UDDR 1.10; TEAT 1.10; CW 47; FAT 0.045; REA 0.30; MARB 0.22; BMI$ 25; BII$ 21; CHB$ 21

• A daughter out of the great cow maker, Legend 242. This lady is a heavy milker that always puts it in her calf.
• Sells open.
• Lot 17A: Bull calf, tattoo 07F, calved Jan. 9, 2018, by Boyd Legacy 3001.
Lot 18 — CHF Benita X69 27B

CHF BENITA X69 27B
P43526238 — Calved: March 5, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 27B
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [US][CH][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT 745 K80 [CH]
KCF MISS X4 E224
WOLF CLASSIC IMPACT W014 T21
CHF SUNRISE LASS T21 67X
P43176788
CHF SUNRISE FARLEY 414 MW LLL FARLEY 24F [US][LX][HY][EF]
CHF MISS BTLR RENEG 40C
CE 1.1; BW 2.4; WW 51; YW 79; DMI 0.1; SC 0.8; SCF 20.4; MM 27; M&G 52; MCE 4.0; MCF 95; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 67; FAT 0.015; REA 0.45; MARB 0.18; BMI$ 30; BII$ 25; CHB$ 30
Another pretty uddered, sweet fronted female. We purchased her maternal grandsire from our good friends Tim and Peggy Wolf. He left us some nice females.
Sells open.

Lot 18A:

Lot 19 — CHF Courtney X69 15C

CHF COURTNEY X69 15C
P43602179 — Calved: March 3, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 15C
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [US][CH][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
MSU TCF RACHAEL ET 54N [US][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT 745 K80 [CH]
KCF MISS X4 E224
SSF P606 VICTOR 784 PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [US][LX][HY][EF]
WTK 38D CARMELITA 156F NJW 832W D32 LATIGO 45G
ECA ESTELLE EAA 13E
CE -2.7; BW 3.7; WW 46; YW 75; DMI -0.1; SC 0.7; SCF 22.0; MM 27; M&G 50; MCE 1.7; MCF 92; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 65; FAT -0.005; REA 0.51; MARB 0.15; BMI$ 32; BII$ 26; CHB$ 31
Courtney is another powerful female out of the 03U cow. If she's anything like her dam and full sister, she'll last.
Pasture exposed March 9 to Sept. 30, 2017, to NJB 100W T018 Integrity 302.

Lot 20 — CHF Barbie X69 24B

CHF BARBIE X69 24B
P43526217 — Calved: March 1, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 24B
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [US][CH][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
MSU TCF RACHAEL ET 54N [US][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT 745 K80 [CH]
PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [US][LX][HY][EF]
WTK 38D CARMELITA 156F NJW 832W D32 LATIGO 45G
ECA ESTELLE EAA 13E
CE -1.0; BW 2.7; WW 48; YW 76; DMI 0.0; SC 0.7; SCF 22.1; MM 27; M&G 51; MCE 2.5; MCF 97; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 66; FAT 0.005; REA 0.56; MARB 0.17; BMI$ 32; BII$ 26; CHB$ 31
A big, powerful female here, one that goes back to the good Arnholt bred female. Selling two full sibs. That should tell you how good this cow family is.
Pasture exposed March 21 to July 26, 2017, to Boyd Legacy 302.

Lot 21 — CHF Candi X69 14C

CHF CANDI X69 14C
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [US][CH][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
DJB 078K VICTORIA 42U GERBER KAISER 078K [US]
DJB 003K VICTORIA 28R DJB 003K VICTORIA 28R GERBER WATCHFIRE 117F [US][CH]
GERBER 6C VICKIE 80E DJB 1G VICTORIA 23M [US][IE]
CE -1.3; BW 3.4; WW 47; YW 75; DMI 0.0; SC 0.6; SCF 22.0; MM 28; M&G 46; MCE 0.4; MCF 84; UDDR 1.00; TEAT 1.00; CW 66; FAT -0.005; REA 0.41; MARB 0.06; BMI$ 26; BII$ 22; CHB$ 30
Candi is out of a whale of a cow we purchased from Doug and Jane Banks. She is big middled and will flat raise one. A moderate framed 3-year-old that raised us a great one last year. She gets the job done.
Sells open.

Lot 22 — CHF Belle X69 12B

CHF BELLE X69 12B
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R [US][CH][LX][HY][EF]
KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69
P43081399
KCF MISS K80 N167 [US][LX][HY][EF]
CHF SUNRISE LASS 30U
P43062648
CHF MISS PAYDAY 17Z 805 PW BOTKIN BIG PAYOUT 805 CHF MISS BUTLER 17Z
CE -1.0; BW 2.4; WW 46; YW 71; DMI 0.0; SC 0.6; SCF 22.0; MM 28; M&G 51; MCE 1.4; MCF 89; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.10; CW 60; FAT 0.005; REA 0.40; MARB 0.15; BMI$ 31; BII$ 26; CHB$ 27
Another broken record here, but a young cow that goes back to the great 805 that produced so many great females for us. Check out her Count On Me bull selling as Lot 5.
Lot 22A: Bull calf, tattoo 02F, calved Feb. 27, 2018, by NJB 100W T018 Integrity 302.
Lot 23 

CHF REV UP X69 13Z
P43340666 — Calved: March 1, 2012 — Tattoo: BE 13Z
MSU TCF REVOLUTION 4R (CHB)(DLF,HYF,IEF) FELTONS LEGEND 242 (CHB)(DLF,HYF) FELTONS LEGEND 242 (CHB)(DLF,HYF)
P43001399 KCF BENNETT REVOLUTION X69 MSU TCF RACHAEL ET 54N (DLF,HYF,IEF)
KCF BENNETT 745 K80 (CHB)
KCF MISS X4 E224

PW BOTKIN BIG PAYOUT 805
CHF MISS PAYDAY 17Z 805
P42103284 CHF MISS BUTLER 17Z


Lot 27 — CHF Farley Vic Lass 57A

CHF FARLEY VIC LASS 57A
P43439454 — Calved: Sept. 10, 2013 — Tattoo: BE 57A
THM WELLINGTON 6109 ET
THM VICTOR 1184 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
P43161324
THM VICTRA DOM 152 5043
THM TOTAL DIMENSION 3072
THM VICTRA 9036 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

MW LLL FARLEY 24F (DLF, HYF, IEF)
REMILLAL BOOMER 46B (DLF, HYF, IEF)
MM MISS PACE 124
CHF RENEGADE 8013
CHF MISS BUTLER 28Z

CE -0.9; BW 3.6; WW 45; YW 77; DMI -0.1; SC 0.5; SCF 19.2; MM 20; M&G 42;
MCE 0.6; MCW 79; UDDR 1.10; TEAT 1.10; CW 57; FAT 0.005; REA 0.30;
MARB 0.12; BMI$ 28; BII$ 23; CHB$ 28

• This dark red, freckle-faced daughter of the Mead bred Victor bull is as productive
as they come. Older genetics here, but her grandsire, Farley 24F, was one of the
best bulls we ever used.
• Sells open.

Lot 27A:

Lot 28 — CHF Victor Lass 44A

CHF VICTOR LASS 44A
P43439459 — Calved: Sept. 1, 2013 — Tattoo: BE 44A
THM WELLINGTON 6109 ET
THM VICTOR 1184 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
P43161324
THM VICTRA DOM 152 5043
THM TOTAL DIMENSION 3072
THM VICTRA 9036 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

SSF P606 VICTOR 784
WTK 38D CARMELITA 156F

P43062647
CHF VICTRA 289 8642
CE -4.0; BW 4.0; WW 39; YW 67; DMI -0.4; SC 0.5; SCF 20.6; MM 22; M&G 41;
MCE -2.1; MCW 64; UDDR 1.10; TEAT 1.10; CW 49; FAT -0.005; REA 0.24;
MARB 0.05; BMI$ 29; BII$ 23; CHB$ 26

• This young lady will flat milk. We bought her sire from Tommy Mead and that bull’s
dughters are all keepers. Don’t be asleep here.
• Sells open.

Lot 28A:

Lot 29 — CHF Chloe 26C

CHF CHLOE 26C
43602230 — Calved: March 17, 2015 — Tattoo: BE 26C
CRR ABOUT TIME 743 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
THM DURANGO 4037 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
P43181983
CHF SUNRISE TIME 56X
CRR D03 CASSIE 206 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

P43184601
CHF ULTRA T21 34X
WOLFS IMPACT 884 014

P43184601
SH MISS ULTRA U208A
SH MR. MOTION S306
SH QUEEN FILET S334A

CE 3.3; BW 2.5; WW 46; YW 72; DMI -0.1; SC 0.7; SCF 17.6; MM 20; M&G 43;
MCE 3.1; MCW 93; UDDR 1.10; TEAT 1.10; CW 56; FAT -0.015; REA 0.29;
MARB 0.03; BMI$ 26; BII$ 21; CHB$ 27

• Sells open.

Lot 29A:
Bull calf, tattoo 34F, calved Feb. 1, 2018, by NJB 100W T018 Integrity 302.

NJB 100W T018 INTEGRITY 302
KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
RMH MR FELT 3006 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
KCF MISS 459 F284
PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

P43002897
NJW 73S M326 TRUST 100W ET (DLF, HYF, IEF)
NJW P606 72N DAYDREAM 73S (DLF, HYF, IEF)

P42811418
GERBER 774 HOPE T018 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
GERBER 8020 HOPE 437P

P42811418
OXH DOMINO 7002 (DLF, HYF, IEF)
OXH MARK DOMINO 8020 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

CE -1.1; BW 3.8; WW 59; YW 99; DMI 0.1; SC 1.3; SCF 21.1; MM 28; M&G 58;
MCE 2.8; MCW 94; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.40; CW 65; FAT 0.015; REA 0.51;
MARB 0.; BMI$ 32; BII$ 27; CHB$ 32

• Co-owned with NJB Limited, Mays Lick, Ky.
• Integrity is a growth sire out of a perfectly uddered daughter of Feltons Domino 774.
His daughters should be super replacement females.
# Botkin Polled Herefords

Robert, Carol and Susan Botkin  
1999 Walnut Hill Rd.  
Lexington, KY 40515  
859-271-9086  
Cell 859-533-3790

Lots 30-35

### BOTKINS SHEYENNE 3X 5005 (DLF, HYF, IEF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Calved: Jan. 29, 2015</th>
<th>Tattoo: BE 5005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TH 712 719T VICTOR 719T 7009</td>
<td>KCF BENNETT 5306 M326</td>
<td>DRF JWR PRINCE VICTOR 711 5009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH 49U 719T SHEYENNE 3X 5005</td>
<td>KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 122 5005</td>
<td>TH 75J 14M LEGACY 103R 5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P43101191</td>
<td>TH 23S 103R DUCHESSE 49U</td>
<td>TH 63P W39 DUCHESSE 235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BOTKINS LADY 13Z 5034

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4330545</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BOTKINS VICTORIA 1024-3006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4330545</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BOTKINS VICTORIA 6047-3029

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
<td>DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4330545</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
<td>DJB 078K KATRINA 50T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “5005”

Sire of Lots 30A, 31A, 32A, 34A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cow</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Calved: Jan. 29, 2015</th>
<th>Tattoo: BE 5005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30A</td>
<td>30A</td>
<td>P43668940 — Calved: Jan. 29, 2015</td>
<td>Tattoo: BE 5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30B</td>
<td>30B</td>
<td>TH 122 719T VICTOR 719T 7009</td>
<td>KCF BENNETT 5306 M326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30C</td>
<td>30C</td>
<td>TH 49U 719T SHEYENNE 3X 5005</td>
<td>KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 122 5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30D</td>
<td>30D</td>
<td>P43101191</td>
<td>TH 75J 14M LEGACY 103R 5005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cow</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Calved: Jan. 29, 2015</th>
<th>Tattoo: BE 5005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31A</td>
<td>31A</td>
<td>P43726576 — Calved: Oct. 24, 2015</td>
<td>Tattoo: BE 5035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31B</td>
<td>31B</td>
<td>TH 712 719T VICTOR 719T 7009</td>
<td>KCF BENNETT 5306 M326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31C</td>
<td>31C</td>
<td>TH 49U 719T SHEYENNE 3X 5005</td>
<td>KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 122 5005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31D</td>
<td>31D</td>
<td>P43101191</td>
<td>TH 75J 14M LEGACY 103R 5005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ref. Sire

- **Botkins Lady 13Z 5034**  
  - DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)  
  - P4330545  
  - DJB 078K KATRINA 50T

- **Botkins Lady 13Z 5035**  
  - DJB R117 KAISER 13Z (DLF, HYF, IEF)  
  - P4330545  
  - DJB 078K KATRINA 50T

### Other Notes

- **Kaiser** daughters all have excellent udders and are easy doers.
- Pasture exposed to Botkins Sheyenne 3X 5005 from March 1 to April 15, 2018.

### Lot 30A:
  - BW 75 lb.

### Lot 31A:
  - BW 60 lb.
SHF Rib Eye M326 R117 — Grandsire of Lots 30, 31, 32 and 33

**BOTKINS LADY 13Z 601**
P43789223 — Calved: Jan. 5, 2016 — Tattoo: BE 601
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 [DLF, HYF, IEF] KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
HVH MISS HUDSON 63X 6M
GERBER KAISER 078K [SOD]
DJB 078K KATRINA 5OT

DJB R117 KAISER 13Z [DLF, HYF, IEF] HVH MISS HUDSON 83K 8M
P43300545 DJB 078K KATRINA 5OT

DJB 8E KATRINA 48N

DJB BOTKIN BANKER 13K PW BAR B PHANTOM [SOD]

DJB 882 FANCY 5E

P43789223 BOTKINS VICTORIA 564 027

CE 0.3; BW 3.5; WW 41; YW 68; DMI -0.4; SC 0.8; SCF 13.7; MM 22; M&G 43;
MCE 0.6; MCW 76; UDDR 1.00; TEAT 1.00; CW 47; FAT -0.025; REA 0.04;
MARB 0.05; BMI$ 21; BII$ 18; CHB$ 25

• A super good two-year-old that calved at 22 months and is doing an excellent job.
• Pasture exposed to Botkins Sheyenne 3X 5005 from March 1 to April 15, 2018.

**BOTKINS MISS RIB EYE 13Z 4011**
P43549925 — Calved: April 1, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 4011
SHF RIB EYE M326 R117 [DLF, HYF, IEF] KCF BENNETT 3008 M326 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
HVH MISS HUDSON 63X 6M
GERBER KAISER 078K [SOD]
DJB 078K KATRINA 5OT

DJB BOTKIN BANKER 13K 3007

DJB BOTKINS VICTORIA 3007-7019

P43549925 BOTKINS VICTORIA 799 0122

CE 2.1; BW 2.3; WW 40; YW -0.4; SC 0.6; SCF 13.6; MM 26; M&G 46;
MCE -0.5; MCW 72; UDDR 1.00; TEAT 0.90; CW 48; FAT -0.015; REA 0.06;
MARB 0.07; BMI$ 21; BII$ 18; CHB$ 25

• AI serviced July 10, 2017, to MW THM Excede Z426, a popular Select Sires, calving ease, maternal and growth sire.

**BOTKINS MISS SPOT 647 4009**
P43549931 — Calved: March 26, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 4009
RWV VICTOR J3 837

PAF VICTOR 837 647 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P21079288 RWV J3 VICTRA 4120

GRANDVIEW CME P606 JUNE 0277 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P42924100 ILR JUNE 659L

PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [DLF, HYF, IEF]

REMILLALL BOOMER 46B [DLF, HYF, IEF]
PW VICTORIA 964 8114 [DLF, HYF, IEF]

JR Z17 VICTOR C190

ILR MISS BOOM 146F

CE -0.2; BW 3.2; WW 35; YW 60; DMI -0.6; SC 0.4; SCF 16.6; MM 19; M&G 37;
MCE -0.5; MCW 73; UDDER 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 45; FAT 0.035; REA 0.22;
MARB 0.12; BMI$ 24; BII$ 20; CHB$ 24

• One of our last “Spot” (647) daughters. They were noted for being long lived and extremely milky.
• Sells open.

**BOTKINS LADY P947-3025**
BECKELEYS LEGEND 242 758 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P43077916 PWF CTE HANNAH MONTANA P738 [DLF, HYF, IEF]

DRF CON WOMAN 49L 27M

PW VICTOR BOOMER P606 [DLF, HYF, IEF]

PGF MISS TERRI 964 L18

PW VICTORIA 964 8114 [DLF, HYF, IEF]

JR Z17 VICTOR C190

ILR MISS BOOM 146F

CE -6.3; BW 5.2; WW 55; YW 87; DMI 0.2; SC 0.8; SCF 19.6; MM 28; M&G 55;
MCE -5.0; MCW 86; UDDER 1.00; TEAT 1.10; CW 60; FAT 0.015; REA 0.50;
MARB 0.00; BMI$ 28; BII$ 23; CHB$ 27

• A super beef cow that is deep, thick, long and loaded with volume. You will like her red-eyed bull calf that is a “beef bull”.
• Pasture exposed to DJB R117 Kaiser 13Z from March 15 to April 15, 2018.

**BOTKINS MISS SPOT 647 4009**
P43549931 — Calved: March 26, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 4009
RWV VICTOR J3 837

PAF VICTOR 837 647 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P21079288 RWV J3 VICTRA 4120

GRANDVIEW CME P606 JUNE 0277 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P42924100 ILR JUNE 659L

CE -0.2; BW 3.2; WW 35; YW 60; DMI -0.6; SC 0.4; SCF 16.6; MM 19; M&G 37;
MCE -0.5; MCW 73; UDDER 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 45; FAT 0.035; REA 0.22;
MARB 0.12; BMI$ 24; BII$ 20; CHB$ 24

• One of our last “Spot” (647) daughters. They were noted for being long lived and extremely milky.
• Sells open.


**BOTKINS MISS SPOT 647 4009**
P43549931 — Calved: March 26, 2014 — Tattoo: BE 4009
RWV VICTOR J3 837

PAF VICTOR 837 647 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P21079288 RWV J3 VICTRA 4120

GRANDVIEW CME P606 JUNE 0277 [DLF, HYF, IEF]
P42924100 ILR JUNE 659L

CE -0.2; BW 3.2; WW 35; YW 60; DMI -0.6; SC 0.4; SCF 16.6; MM 19; M&G 37;
MCE -0.5; MCW 73; UDDER 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 45; FAT 0.035; REA 0.22;
MARB 0.12; BMI$ 24; BII$ 20; CHB$ 24

• One of our last “Spot” (647) daughters. They were noted for being long lived and extremely milky.
• Sells open.

Lot 36 — K3 1043 Bobby Golddust 643

TH 22R 16S Lambeau 17Y — Service sire for Lot 36

K3 1043 BOBBY GOLDDUST 643

P43813231 — Calved: Oct. 12, 2016 — Tattoo: LE 643

CRH HELTON 980 [502]| CHB | DLF, HYF, IEF
P43239265 | BECKLEYS 25L KEAYLA 901W

KING OF THE ACE

K3 BOBBYS GIRL

P43163548 | SWEET GUMDROP 816

GO L18 EXCEL T31 | DLF, HYF, IEF
CRH 96 JULIANNE 405 | DLF, HYF, IEF
JDI 15 WRANGLER 25L | DLF, HYF, IEF
BECKLEYS 122L KEAYLA 709P ET

KCF VICTOR 00N X4 | DLF, HYF, IEF
EFREEF K334 MAIDEN 1081
VPI LIMITED EDITION J921 | DLF, HYF, IEF
HPH BLUE RIVER LADY 13SK

CE -1.4; BW 4.0; WW 56; YW 91; DMI 0.3; SC 0.7; SCF 11.5; MM 18; M&G 46;
MCE 2.3; MCE 93; UDDR 1.00; TEAT 1.00; CW 65; FAT -0.005; REA 0.26;
MARB 0.17; BMS $ 20; BHS 16; CHB $ 29

• The reason I am offering this heifer up is because I still have her dam in production
with some good years in front of her. Having a full sister in production as well, I
am sold on this cow family. She is a big, stout heifer that has the look, length and
performance that I am proud to offer.

• Bred AI Dec. 2, 2017, to TH 22R 16S Lambeau 17Y, then pasture exposed Dec. 20,
2017 to Feb. 1, 2018, to HH Longmeier 691B. Palpated. Believed bred to AI date.
Churchill Red Bull 200Z — Sire of Lot 38

K3 RB MILLENIUM 703
CHURCHILL SENSATION 028X {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} CHURCHILL LADY 002X ET {DLF,HYF,IEF}
P43281660

CHURCHILL RED BULL 200Z {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} GOLDEN OAK OUTCROSS 104U {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} CHURCHILL LADY 600S ET {DLF,HYF,IEF}
BECKLEY 980 LEVERAGE 1043 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

K3 1043 FANCY REBA
P43631618 AA FANCY 943

CE 0.7; BW 2.8; WW 58; YW 95; DMI 0.1; SC 1.2; SCF 13.3; MM 26; M&G 55; MCE 1.2; MCW 95; UDDR 1.25; TEAT 1.30; CW 73; FAT 0.000; REA 0.51; MARB 0.12; BMI$ 23; BII$ 20; CHB$ 34

• 703 is a growthy heifer out of a young cow that I am super high on. She is a very clean fronted heifer that is long and deep and will help add pounds to your herd. Whatever you need her to do for your herd, she should be able to do for you.

K3 MISS SCOOBIE DOO 536
P43745375 — Calved: Nov. 22, 2015 — Tattoo: LE 536

CRR ABOUT TIME 743 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} THM DURANGO 4037 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
P43400851

PHM PCC 308N SCOOBIE 304 ET {DLF,HYF,IEF} THM DURANGO 4037 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
PHM CASSIE 306 {DLF,HYF,IEF} REMTALL ONLINE 122L {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

MSU MISS WRANGLER 62J

TH 75J 243R BALLOT 144U ET {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} SRF MISS RILEY’S BALLOT
P43536411

SRF MISS RILEY ET {DLF,IEF} KT JOHN WAYNE 7167 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}
MSU BR MARKETTE 55N

CE -0.3; BW 3.9; WW 55; YW 93; DMI 0.1; SC 0.9; SCF 14.7; MM 22; M&G 50; MCE 3.3; MCW 115; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 69; FAT -0.005; REA 0.40; MARB 0.04; BMI$ 24; BII$ 20; CHB$ 32

• Here is a heifer that I hated to sell, but I wanted to bring something I was proud of to a production sale. When you get a heifer that has this much growth and look, you know the future is bright. She has the look and performance of her mother who has already raised two stout calves. She will work in the real world and will work for you.

• She should calve out before sale to ASM TBM 705 Essential 537C ET.

K3 11Z 755T PRINCE STUD 700
P43861272 — Calved: Jan. 29, 2017 — Tattoo: LE 700

DRF JWR VICTOR 71I {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} HRP THM VICTOR 109W 5329 {SOD}
P42800887

TH 223 71I VICTOR 753T {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF} NJW 1Y WRANGLER 19D {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

KBCR 19D DOMINETTE 223 {SOD}{CHB}{DLF,HYF,IEF}

KBCR 631 DOMINETTE 066

FSL MISS BIB EYE R117 11Z
P43274673

FSL MISS BIB L76 53W

CE 3.1; BW 2.6; WW 57; YW 87; DMI 0.2; SC 0.8; SCF 16.7; MM 26; M&G 55; MCE 0.6; MCW 110; UDDR 1.30; TEAT 1.30; CW 63; FAT 0.025; REA 0.41; MARB 0.16; BMI$ 26; BII$ 22; CHB$ 27

• Here is a calving ease bull that is very sound and functional. He will work in any herd. He is smooth out of his shoulder with tons of middle while tracking away with good width of base. Let him work for your herd.

We would like to thank those who sponsored our lunch
Central Kentucky Ag Credit
Hinton Mills
Southern States

Drinks and desserts provided by
Pioneer Hybrid Seeds
**Underwood Farms**

Doug, Darrelyn, Megan and Ryan
1883 Old Mac Rd.
Campbellsville, KY 42718
Cell 270-789-7788

Lots 41-45

**Bull 41**

**UNDERWOOD RANSOM U626**
P43376407 — Calved: Sept. 27, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U626

- KJ HVH 33N Redeem 485T ET — Sire of Lot 41
- KT Small Town Kid 5051 — Service sire for Lot 42
- R Leader 6964 — Service sire for Lots 43 and 44

- Underwood Farms
- 1883 Old Mac Rd.
- Campbellsville, KY 42718
- Cell 270-789-7788

**Cow 42**

**UNDERWOOD MISS U616**
P43376397 — Calved: Sept. 21, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U616

- AH JDH CRACKER JACK 280 ET — Sire of Lot 41
- Botkins Victor 647 6005
- PWF Victoria Spot P817
- CE 6.6; BW 1.8; WW 45; YW 74; DMI -0.3; SC 0.6; SCF 14.2; MM 20; M&G 43; MCE 4.4; MCW 72; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.40; CW 57; FAT 0.035; REA 0.22; MARB 0.09; BMS 22; BIS 19; CHS 28
- This is a moderate framed and balanced female. She is deep bodied with moderate condition that will make an excellent brood cow for any herd.
- She was bred AI Dec. 9, 2017, to KT Small Town Kid 5051 (P43621413), then pasture exposed Dec. 28, 2017, to Feb. 19, 2018, to our herd sire, Perks Cato 4063 Good Times 6090 (P43723212) that was purchased from Perks Ranch.

**Cow 43**

**UNDERWOOD MISS U614**
P43376395 — Calved: Sept. 20, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U614

- DR World Class 517 10H — Sire of Lot 41
- Fields Edge Chisel 704 — Sire of Lot 41
- PWF CTE Montana Legend P447 — Sire of Lot 41
- CE -0.1; BW 4.2; WW 62; YW 97; DMI 0.6; SC 1.1; SCF 20.6; MM 27; M&G 58; MCE 1.2; MCW 93; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 67; FAT 0.025; REA 0.56; MARB 0.07; BMS 29; BIS 25; CHS 27
- This is a long bodied, deep balanced heifer. She is light colored and carries her capacity throughout, expanding in the rear third. This heifer will be an excellent addition to any breeding program.
- Bred AI Dec. 9, 2017, to R Leader 6964 (P43500058) then pasture exposed Dec. 28, 2017 to Feb. 19, 2018, to our herd sire Perks Cato 4063 Good Times 6090 (P43723212) that was purchased from Perks Ranch.

**Bull 44**

**UNDERWOOD RANSOM U626**
P43376407 — Calved: Sept. 27, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U626

- KJ HVH 33N Redeem 485T ET — Sire of Lot 41
- KT Small Town Kid 5051 — Service sire for Lot 42
- R Leader 6964 — Service sire for Lots 43 and 44

- Underwood Farms
- 1883 Old Mac Rd.
- Campbellsville, KY 42718
- Cell 270-789-7788

**Cow 45**

**UNDERWOOD MISS U616**
P43376397 — Calved: Sept. 21, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U616

- AH JDH CRACKER JACK 280 ET — Sire of Lot 41
- Botkins Victor 647 6005
- PWF Victoria Spot P817
- CE 6.6; BW 1.8; WW 45; YW 74; DMI -0.3; SC 0.6; SCF 14.2; MM 20; M&G 43; MCE 4.4; MCW 72; UDDR 1.40; TEAT 1.40; CW 57; FAT 0.035; REA 0.22; MARB 0.09; BMS 22; BIS 19; CHS 28
- This is a moderate framed and balanced female. She is deep bodied with moderate condition that will make an excellent brood cow for any herd.
- She was bred AI Dec. 9, 2017, to KT Small Town Kid 5051 (P43621413), then pasture exposed Dec. 28, 2017, to Feb. 19, 2018, to our herd sire, Perks Cato 4063 Good Times 6090 (P43723212) that was purchased from Perks Ranch.

**Cow 43**

**UNDERWOOD MISS U614**
P43376395 — Calved: Sept. 20, 2016 — Tattoo: BE U614

- DR World Class 517 10H — Sire of Lot 41
- Fields Edge Chisel 704 — Sire of Lot 41
- PWF CTE Montana Legend P447 — Sire of Lot 41
- CE -0.1; BW 4.2; WW 62; YW 97; DMI 0.6; SC 1.1; SCF 20.6; MM 27; M&G 58; MCE 1.2; MCW 93; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 67; FAT 0.025; REA 0.56; MARB 0.07; BMS 29; BIS 25; CHS 27
- This is a long bodied, deep balanced heifer. She is light colored and carries her capacity throughout, expanding in the rear third. This heifer will be an excellent addition to any breeding program.
- Bred AI Dec. 9, 2017, to R Leader 6964 (P43500058) then pasture exposed Dec. 28, 2017 to Feb. 19, 2018, to our herd sire Perks Cato 4063 Good Times 6090 (P43723212) that was purchased from Perks Ranch.
• Sells open.

• Only selling these two daughters of 63W because we wanted to offer our best. 63W
  Maternal sister to Lot 47.

MARB 0.16; BMI$ 24; BII$ 20; CHB$ 24

• An excellent conditioned, larger framed female. This is a female who has the right
  MARB 0.04; BMI$ 29; BII$ 24; CHB$ 29

MCE -5.5; MCW 63; UDDR 1.15; TEAT 1.20; CW 54; FAT 0.010; REA 0.23;

CE -4.0; BW 3.0; WW 43; YW 67; DMI 0.1; SC 0.6; SCF 18.1; MM 26; M&G 55;

MCE -1.0; MCE 99; UDDR 1.20; TEAT 1.20; CW 66; FAT 0.015; REA 0.62;

MAR 0.12; MB 28; BII 24; CHBS 28

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.

• This clean fronted, sharp angled bull calf is one to watch He is very deeply balanced
  and heavily muscled. This bull will be one to enhance a breeding herd and will
  produce some nice offspring.

• Will calve before sale to BW Beef 38W 47B.
**NTB Limited**

Dale Stith  
5239 Old Sardis Pike  
Mays Lick, KY 41055  
Cell 918-760-1550

Lots 50-51

---

**Lot 49**  
BW MISS VICTORIA 01E  
P43845054 — Calved: Jan. 1, 2017 — Tattoo: BE 0117  
WELLS MASTERPIECE 258 (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
P43489735  
NJB 75R CASHER 770 (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
THM VICTORIA BELLE 1817 (DLF,HYF,IEF)

- **BW MISS VICTORIA 01E**  
- **P43845054**  
- **Calved: Jan. 1, 2017**  
- **Tattoo: BE 0117**  
- **WELLS MASTERPIECE 258 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **NJB 75R CASHER 770 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **THM VICTORIA BELLE 1817 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**

- **Her dam is a descendant of the $50,000 Mohican Lucky Lady 107L.**
- **Sells open.**

---

**Lot 50**  
NJB 302 CASS 513  
NJB 100W T018 INTEGRITY 302 (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
P43438557  
H BE EMBRACER 800 (CHB)  
THM VICTRA DOM 152.943  
THM VICTRA 306 (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
THM VICTRA 556

- **NJB 302 CASS 513**  
- **P43659191**  
- **Calved: Oct. 25, 2015**  
- **Tattoo: BE 513**  
- **NJB 100W T018 INTEGRITY 302 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **H BE EMBRACER 800 (CHB)**  
- **THM VICTRA DOM 152.943**  
- **THM VICTRA 306 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **THM VICTRA 556**

- **This is our first daughter in production by Integrity 302. She is all we hoped for.**
- **Pasture exposed Jan. 2 to Feb. 12, 2018, to Boyd Ft Knox 17Y XZ5 4040.**

---

**Lot 51**  
K3 603 ELSA LEGACY  
P43745333 — Calved: Feb. 8, 2016 — Tattoo: LE 603  
AH JON CRACKER JAC 28U (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
P43367131  
NJB 75R CASHER 770 (DLF,HYF,IEF)  
P43472233  
BOYD FT KNOX 17Y XZ5 4040

- **K3 603 ELSA LEGACY**  
- **P43745333**  
- **Calved: Feb. 8, 2016**  
- **Tattoo: LE 603**  
- **AH JON CRACKER JAC 28U (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **NJB 75R CASHER 770 (DLF,HYF,IEF)**  
- **BOYD FT KNOX 17Y XZ5 4040**

- **Her dam is a full sister to Boyd’s 2015 Denver Champion Cow-Calf. 603 is a beautiful 2-year-old with a gorgeous udder.**
- **Pasture exposed Jan. 2 to Feb. 12, 2018, to Boyd Ft Knox 17Y XZ5 4040.**
To:

Clifford Farms
AND
Guests

K3 Cattle, Underwood Farms,
Botkin Polled Herefords,
Wells Farm

Lot 8 — CHF Eula Has Legs 3001 31E

Lot 2 — CHF Everest 3001 27E